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THE ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY GROUP LAUNCHES AT LABS
Connecting with Entrepreneurs and Investors Focused on Innovation AT TiEcon
Sunnyvale, CA (May 17, 2013) – The Advanced Technology Group (AT Group) an investment holding
company today launches its new innovation and incubation center, Advanced Technology Labs at TiEcon
2013, the world’s largest conference for entrepreneurs and investors. AT Group, headquartered in
Sunnyvale, CA, is purpose-driven with a mission to innovate, incubate and invest in companies that are
focused in the areas of healthcare, internet and green technologies.
During TiEcon 2013 company representatives will discuss AT Group portfolio companies including the
HD Medical that develops non-invasive cardiac screening devices and MatrixView that develops
compression technologies for video and data bandwidth optimization solutions as well as other minority
investments in promising emerging companies.
The TiEcon Expo focuses on fostering entrepreneurship and showcasing innovative companies like AT
Group. “As an investment and technology holding company we are always looking to reach
entrepreneurs and investors focused on innovation,” states Mr. Arvind Thiagarajan, AT Group founder
and advanced technologist. “We are very happy to be debuting AT Labs here at TiEcon 2013 which is
the largest convention in the world dedicated to entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship.” continues
Thiagarajan.
About AT Group
Headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA, the Advanced Technology Group (AT Group) strives to create an
environment to accomplish great goals through entrepreneurial spirit and creative genius with
execution at the highest level. The company is purpose-driven with a mission to innovate, incubate and
invest in Triple Bottom-line companies primarily in healthcare, internet and green technologies. TBL
companies not only focus on profits but also people and planet. This TBL philosophy encompasses
humanitarian and sustainability goals along with good economic performance. To learn more please
visit www.atgroupllc.com.
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